
THE TASTING PANEL
On this evidence Scotland, Ireland and Wales have some excellent 
breweries cropping up. We’ve all been missing out, but no longer!

Crafty Devil Mikey Rayer All Dayer
These new Welsh brewers have a familiar story of starting with a dream and a garden 
shed but things have moved fast thanks to some seriously tasty beers. An all-day IPA 
that lives up to its name (which we assume is Cardiff rhyming slang), Mikey Rayer is a 
cracking sessioner. Lovely light citrus and pine with a hint of caramel malt sweetness 
to balance it, it’s a great pale ale that should be served cold and drunk in the sun.

Tiny Rebel Mojito Sour
Tiny Rebel have been having a lot of fun since moving into their new giant brewery 
and the Mojito Sour is just about the silliest beer they have ever made. Considering 
these Newport locals started as a cask brewery in a shed, they would hardly recognise 
themselves now. This zingy sour beer is excellent though, with lots of lime tartness 
and loads of aromatic mint. Loads and loads. A great summer beer that reminds us 
of those lime Mr Freeze ice pops in a wonferfully nostalgic way.

White Hag Meabh Rua
White hag are one of the most exciting breweries in the UK, let alone Ireland. As well 
as some decent hoppy beers they have an experimental tendency that has resulted 
in some stunning beers. Their heather sour is a gorgeous gruit, and the Puca berry 
and hibiscus berlinerweiss is one of the highlights of our beery year so far. This 
unappealingly named Bog Ale is another showstopper – a lightly peated imperial red 
with chewy caramel and and an aromatic honey note.

8 Degrees The Full Irish
We’ve all heard of single hop beers, but what about single malt? Well, a lot of pale 
beers are single malt and don’t shout about it, but 8 Degrees wanted to because 
the single malt they have used is Irish, and shows off how good their local barley 
is. Although this is a big hop-forward IPA with grapefruit, lime and lychee notes, the 
lovely honeyed, clean malt profile is obvious in this beer. Clearly it’s doing its job as 
the beer has won loads of awards since first being made in 2014.

Boundary Filthy Animal
Boundary is a co-operative brewery based in Belfast that loves experimenting and 
taking inspiration from all over the world for their eclectic range. Filthy Animal is a 
porter with a touch of chipotle which adds a dark fruit and slightly smoky edge to 
the coffee and coffee-tinged malt. Surprisingly well balanced for chilli beer with just 
a tiny tingle on the finish.



Metalman Sgt. Pepper
Metalman don’t get to the UK very often but if you ever see it you should definitely 
pick it up, because some of the beers are fantastic. This saison may get them in 
trouble with with some lawyers but we’ll do a whip around to help them if it comes to 
it. We love this sage and pepper saison, where the herb and spice tease out more of 
that dry funk and fruitiness in the Belgian yeast. Neither flavour jumps out at you but 
it’s definitely different from a straight saison and utterly delicious.

Harviestoun Schiehallion
With all the whacky and exciting flavours and techniques in this week’s box we 
thought you might appreciate something cleaner to reset the palate. This delicious 
lager has been one of the Uk’s best ever since it was brewed – a little caramel and 
lemon, plenty of moreish minerality and a good crisp finish this is a lager that doesn’t 
try to be new world and hoppy or indeed to copy the classics of Bavaria. It is its own 
thing, a Scottish lager as refreshing has skinny dipping in a loch.

Cromarty AKA IPA
Cromarty are found way up in the highlands, near Inverness. Up there you need to 
shout to be heard across the UK and AKA is a big, shouty beer in every way. At 6.7% 
it’s a proper strength IPA, with lots of malty backbone in the more traditional mode 
before an absolutely tonne of American C hops. The effect is a bold, bittersweet IPA 
that balances big citrus and resin notes on top of a full, caramel-tinged body like 
classic West Coast IPAs used to before all that New England stuff came along. 

Fierce Beer Cranachan Killer
Cranachan is a traditional Scottish dessert made from raspberries, honey, toasted 
oats and cream. If it’s half as delicious as the beer it inspired then we need to expand 
it to be a British dessert. This oatmeal pale ale is made with rasberry and honey, as 
well as sweet lactose. The result is a complex, delicious dessert in a glass with tart 
rasberry notes, a biscuity grain character and a sweet, quick finish. Uttery unique, 
wonderfully trashy and truly delicious.

Fyne Ales x Springbank Fynebank
We never thought we’d do a beer box with two peated beers in, but here we are. This 
delicious golden ale from Fyne Ales was brewed using the lightly peated malts of their 
neighbour, Springbank Distillery. The smooth, fireside smokiness complements the 
toffee malts and soft orange hop aroma to make a surprisingly drinkable hug in a glass. 
A wonderfully balanced beer that even those who hate Scottish whisky will appreciate.


